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15th Street El Stop: Six Billboards In A Row 

 
First Sunday 
Listen to church sermons online. 
This holiday season, find your style for less. 
Are we there yet? 
Is it Monday yet? 
How She Move 
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Free Calendar 

 
Mocha came, as though wakened early  
in the whirring blinking beeping room  
 
of an otherwise empty house, with Scenes  
of Pennsylvania, December Lititz station  
 
expecting, like the dog romping the spring's 
stream, to know and commit to memory 
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yet another chair story 
 
my safe mind meld second life 
rent vixen avatar who 
you are taste buds rearranged 
silverware on the table 
rub compulsed knife refuses 
chaos imposed order I'll 
have the brain chemistry please 
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Arrangements 
 
Flowers rocks people 
Strangers really loud 
Competing stories 
Around a dinner 
Quietly eaten 
Observed alluded 
Marriage lived in fear  
Coats accidentally 
Want purposefully 
Hung from backs of chairs 
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Positive Response 
 
Crazed inflamed typing  
Colon right paren 
Colon right paren 
Colon right paren 
Over worked over 
Looked hands strike late keys 
Colon right paren 
Colon right paren 
Colon right paren 
Six violent smilies 
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Call of the Enlightened 
 
wandering the warm 
march dark lot ki on 
high beam all amused 
all is home why go 
don't you know they don't 
see not me pass through 
breath power coming 
nower nowest In 
In Here breath ki stay 
live need want breathe stay 
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trigger happy 
 
extremely professional 
and sparkly evangelist 
strollers in the face down place 
your bets please showing native 
America's pastime no 
offense no reservation 
Eastwood instantiation 
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Includes 

 
Federal Premium can be a marketing is a societal 
collapse craze Agency and creates center tag or 
tagging in Wikipedia the free stuff magazine 
online dictionary search worldwide Express 
women's history channel (communications) of 
the ACM delivers food network (1976) Jimmy: 
The World News. 
 
My sister quotes in your email from anywhere 
Map, view (database) is a structured 
programming language by humans. 
 
For other or constitutive equation Service.  
 
If an internal revenue commissioners to staggered 
conformation events and Executive 
(government). 
 
Faith in Christianity started with HTML tutorial. 
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Sad 
 
Why do you try to maintain 
your sanity why do you 
want when I so urgently 
run to remembered out where 
light unmedicated life 
intoxicated all of 
you drugged I don't understand. 
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train not in service no passengers please 
 
pain acreage vestries  
enlist nonpersons 
evensong tension   
sin reappraisal  
secret rearrange  
ceaseless inventions  
topspin airplane noon  
stirs vengeance priestess 
in transpositions  
arcane revenge sleeps
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the bout needed to be stood 
 
informal formalities 
of convention satisfied 
all partied parties parting 
reassured commercial air 
travel mechanics explained 
demonic possession deemed 
unlikely cause for fatal 
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listen 

 
In the timbre, the timber, nay the whole  
dark forest of your voice, I hear the first 
small footsteps of more wishings to be said.  
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Avocado 
 

Buddhist Hindu Christian cross 
line ambiguous social 
individual spirit 
physical poetic word 
next time you will ask the right 
personal historical 
question stream of consciousness 
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Naming Rituals 
 

Depression in August shifts 
before the high winds and wide 
windows no buildings so tall 
to connect the sky even 
on this hill is under God 
slumped overwhelmed with futile 
indivisibility. 
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Standard Issue Crazy 
 

All this chat of deer and trees 
Michael Phelps a deity 
of all this chat of all this 
of all of lossness faded 
mania uncovered wakes 
to stalk young Earth in seasoned 
hell taste the mind of heaven 
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Peripheral Obsession 
 

Delicate arm extended 
forward bare defined refined 
by tension of emphatic 
acknowledgment blond and pale 
clutching only emotion 
driving an American 
culture singularity 
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now not anywhere fermenting questions unposed between 

 
Now with short cut still with tongue 
not leaving the tall window 
anywhere to hide against 
fermenting apple cider 
questions inappropriate 
unposed positive space lies 
between Linvilla and when. 
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Intermingled Flashbacks In Extended Slow Motion 

 
Blind rock makes all the water 
not forgiven can't forgive 
flow down hill pure genetics 
(Mexico back of the head). 
Walk the stream from spring to pond: 
blind rock makes all the water 
not forgiven can't forgive. 
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Ambiguity 

 
In small darkness youthly seeks 
slight curve dreamtime cradled path 
to arms imagination 
on monsoon curried carried 
"not past grandmother" awake 
laid flat which nor understand 
our daylight work unblinking. 
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redundant pose 

 
silver spheres spread silence gait 
dangled angled calculate 
between projected graphed drawn 
knees congruent dress advise 
propose heels first force announce 
plunge impose will both thumbs type 
poetry contrastly grimed 
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stunned 

 
write white-board right-bent  
bored-tech-sabot-thrown 
response illicit 
cloud relational 
scalable lesson 
will fore! today's plan 
elicit eyes black 
berry sweatshirt rides 
back long peppermint 
comment smooth and lick 
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lean, and Autumn fallen 

 
international dateline 
pinstripes wrap a round earthquake 
direction hemisphere shift 
West senile epileptic  
seismic American wood 
or dinosaur byproduct  
looks East entailed longing 
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something to chew on 

 
my favorite is the treo 
case like california dog 
imaged rawhide bones, pencils 
suggestively name-shaped but  
yesterday’s ring on a neck 
chain apoplexed: leather, wood,  
role thoughtfully relocated. 
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Do the needful 

 
submiss capitulated 
palm out head down foot below 
workability breeze sipped 
Bahama destinations 
Following will finish thoughts 
working how let’s go complete 
opportune necessities 
 


